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Scoring heterogeneous speaker vectors using
non-linear transformations and Tied PLDA models
Sandro Cumani and Pietro Laface

Abstract—Most current state–of–the–art text–independent
speaker recognition systems are based on i–vectors, and on Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA). PLDA assumes
that the i–vectors of a trial are homogeneous, i.e., that they
have been extracted by the same system. In other words, the
enrollment and test i–vectors belong to the same class. However, it
is sometimes important to score trials including “heterogeneous”
i–vectors, for instance, enrollment i–vectors extracted by an old
system, and test i–vectors extracted by a newer, more accurate,
system.
In this paper we introduce a PLDA model that is able to
score heterogeneous i–vectors independently of their extraction
approach, dimensions, and any other characteristics that make
a set of i–vectors of the same speaker belong to different classes.
The new model, which will be referred to as Non–Linear Tied–
PLDA (NL–Tied–PLDA), is obtained by a generalization of our
recently proposed Non Linear PLDA approach, which jointly
estimates the PLDA parameters and the parameters of a non–
linear transformation of the i–vectors. The generalization consists
in estimating a class–dependent non–linear transformation of the
i–vectors, with the constraint that the transformed i–vectors of
the same speaker share the same speaker factor.
The resulting model is flexible and accurate, as assessed by
the results of a set of experiments performed on the extended
core NIST SRE 2012 evaluation. In particular, NL–Tied–PLDA
provides better results on heterogeneous trials with respect to
the corresponding homogeneous trials scored by the old system,
and, in some configurations, it also reaches the accuracy of the
new system. Similar results were obtained on the female extended
core NIST SRE 2010 telephone condition.
Index Terms—Speaker recognition, i–vector, e–vector, PLDA,
non–linear density transformations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Most state–of–the–art speaker recognition systems are based
on a compact representation of a speech segment referred
to as “identity vector” (i–vector for short) [1]. I–vectors are
extracted by using Factor Analysis on the statistics collected
by means of the UBM/GMM [2], or by means of the hybrid
DNN/GMM approach, [3]–[6]. Given a pair of i–vectors, a
PLDA classifier [7]–[9] allows computing the log–likelihood
ratio between the hypotheses that they belong to the same
speaker or to different speakers.
PLDA obviously assumes that the i–vectors of the pair are
homogeneous, i.e., that they have been extracted by the same
system. However, it is sometimes important scoring “heterogeneous” trials, including enrollment and test speaker features
extracted by different systems. To illustrate an example of
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heterogeneous i–vectors, consider a scenario in which two
or more sets of i–vectors of a common set of speakers are
available, but each set was extracted by a different system,
and possibly from different utterances. Suppose also that, for
some reasons, the speech segments corresponding to one or
more sets of these i–vectors are not available, preventing the
possibility of extracting homogeneous i–vectors. A similar
scenario has been suggested in [10], where a technique is
presented for “migrating” i–vectors generated by a system to
i–vectors extracted by another “reference” system.
Examples of heterogeneous speaker vectors are i–vectors
obtained by systems using different speech features. Even
more heterogeneous are the e–vectors [11], [12], or other
speaker specific vectors that can be extracted from the output
of a Deep Neural Network layer [13]–[15]. Other i–vectors
that could be considered heterogeneous, and that might not
be reliably compared, are the ones extracted from speech
segments largely different in duration, [16]–[24], or with
different signal to noise ratio [25]–[31], or even i–vectors
collected from different types of channels [32], [33].
In the following we will refer to these features simply as i–
vectors even if they have been obtained by means of techniques
not related to the standard i–vector extraction approach of [1].
We have recently proposed an approach that jointly estimates the distribution of the development i–vectors and the
PLDA parameters, so that the i–vectors are non–linearly transformed to a new compact representation that makes PLDA
classification more effective. This i–vector transformation is
modeled by means of a sequence of linear and non–linear
functions, the parameters of which are obtained by Maximum
Likelihood (ML) estimation on the development set, as detailed in [34]–[36].
Since this model includes i–vector transformations, it is
a natural basic module for designing a system that is able
to compare heterogeneous i–vectors. In this work, thus, we
extend and generalize the non–linear PLDA model (NL–
PLDA) of [36] to deal with heterogeneous sets of i–vectors
belonging to different classes. This approach is able to score
heterogeneous i–vectors independently of their extraction approach, dimensions, original speech features, and any other
characteristics that make a set of i–vectors of the same speaker
belong to different classes. The basic assumption of this
framework is that speakers can be modeled by means of a
latent variable living in a common latent space.
The NL–PLDA generalization consists in estimating a
class–dependent transformation of the i–vectors, with the
constraint that the transformed i–vectors of the same speaker
share the same speaker factor. A similar approach, excluding
the non–linear transformations, was proposed as Tied–PLDA
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model in [37], [38] for face recognition, and used in [39] to
address noisy and reverberant conditions. Thus, we refer to
in the following to our model as the Non Linear Tied–PLDA
(NL–Tied–PLDA) model.
In this work, beyond extending the Tied–PLDA model
to embed non linear i–vector transformations, we show that
training both linear and non–linear Tied–PLDA models can be
performed by an Expectation–Maximization (EM) procedure
that directly uses the E–step and M–step of the standard
and NL–PLDA models. Furthermore, it is well known that
in multi–enrollment conditions PLDA benefits from scoring
with i–vector averaging [40], and so do Tied–PLDA models,
but average i–vector scoring is only possible if the trial i–
vectors are homogeneous. We show, instead, that it is possible
to devise a scoring technique, similar to i–vector averaging,
even if i–vectors are heterogeneous.
The Tied–PLDA model, like the Mixture of PLDA model
[38], describes the training data as a mixture of factor analyzers. However, in the Mixture of PLDA model, the representation of identity includes the choice of the class k, whereas in
our context, the class labels are known. Thus it not necessary
to introduce a latent variable that estimates the assignment of
an i–vector to a class.
Another approach for scoring heterogeneous i–vectors has
been introduced in [23] for duration mismatch compensation,
and referred to as Twin–PLDA. It uses the same assumption
that i–vectors from the same speaker share identical normally
distributed latent variables. An improved model has been presented in [24] by the same authors. We discuss the analogies
and differences among these two models and our approach in
Section V-B and VI-B.
The NL–Tied–PLDA model is flexible and accurate as
assessed by the results of a set of experiments on homogeneous
and heterogeneous trials on the extended core NIST SRE
2012. In particular, we consider an application scenario for
a company that releases a new speaker verification system.
The new system should offer the possibility that a user is
recognized using her/his new test i–vectors scored against i–
vectors extracted at the time of enrollment with the previous
system, because the old enrollment signals are no more available. This system would allow the users of the new system
to be recognized without enrolling again immediately. It is
expected, of course, that the performance of the system using
these heterogeneous trials is not as good as the one obtained
with homogenous trials of i–vectors extracted by the new
system. In this scenario, NL–Tied–PLDA provides better results on heterogeneous trials with respect to the corresponding
homogeneous trials scored by the old system, and, in some
configurations, it is also able to reach the accuracy of the new
system.
Approximately 10% improvement is also achieved on the
female extended core NIST SRE 2010 evaluation telephone–
telephone condition (Condition 5) with respect to PLDA
models scoring homogeneous i–vectors of the old system.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section II we recall
the Gaussian PLDA model and the Non–Linear PLDA model,
[36]. The generalization of the NL–PLDA model for heterogeneous i–vectors (NL–Tied–PLDA) is detailed in Section
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III, together with the procedures for model initialization and
estimation. Section IV illustrates the relationships between
proper PLDA scoring and PLDA scoring based on i–vector
averaging, and extends the latter to heterogeneous i–vector
scoring. In Section V our model is compared with two other
approaches, and improved models are proposed in Section VI.
The experimental settings and results are described Section
VII. Section VIII is devoted to further comments, and conclusions are drawn in Section IX.
II. N ON –L INEAR PLDA MODEL
PLDA models the underlying speaker and channel variability in the i–vector space using a probabilistic framework. From
the PLDA distributions it is possible to evaluate the likelihood
ratio between the “same speaker” hypothesis and “different
speaker” hypothesis for a set of i–vectors. In particular, the
simplified Gaussian PLDA model assumes that the i–vector
generation process can be described by means of a latent
variable probabilistic model where an i–vector φi,s , belonging
to speaker s, is represented as the sum of three factors, namely
the i–vector global mean m, a speaker factor ys , and a factor
i,s that represents the inter–session and the residual noise, as:
φi,s = m + Uys + i,s .

(1)

The model assumes that the speaker factor ys has a standard
normal prior, and that the residual term i,s is sampled from
N (0, Λ−1 ), where Λ is the within–class precision matrix.
Matrix U can constrain the speaker factors to be of lower
dimension than the i–vectors space.

A. Gaussian PLDA posterior estimation
Let us ignore for the moment the non–linear transformation
of the i–vectors. Given the current model parameters m, U,
and Λ, and a speaker s providing a set of ns i–vectors
Ms = {φ1,s , φ2,s , · · · , φns ,s }, PLDA estimates the Gaussian
posterior distribution for ys |Ms with mean μy,s and precision
matrix Λy,s given by [7]:
Λy,s = I + ns UT ΛU
ns

T
(φi,s − m) .
μy,s = Λ−1
y,s U Λ

(2)

i=1

The PLDA parameters can be estimated by Expectation–
Maximization (EM) iterations, where the posterior distribution
parameters in (2), computed using the current estimate of the
model parameters, are used for the estimation of the new
model parameters m, U, and Λ in the maximization step.
B. Density function transformation
In [34], [35] we have presented a method for transforming
the i–vectors so that their distribution becomes Gaussian. This
has been done to better fit the PLDA assumption that i–vectors
are distributed according to the standard normal distribution.
The non–linear i–vector transformation model proposed in
those works assumes that i–vectors are independently sampled
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from a standard normal distribution, and independently transformed by means of an invertible non–linear function f −1 :
Φ = f −1 (Z) ,

(3)

4

Given model (7), we have shown that the posterior distribution P (ys |Ms ) is Gaussian, with mean μy,s and precision
matrix Λy,s given by:
Λy,s = I + ns UT ΛU
ns

−1 T
f (φi,s ) .
μy,s = Λy,s U Λ

where Φ is a random variable that generates i–vectors, Z is a
standard normal random variable, and φi,s ∼ Φ is a sampled
i–vector 1 . By applying function f to i–vectors φi,s , they
are transformed into samples that follow a standard normal
distribution. The transformed i–vectors, f (φi,s ), are then used
as features for training a PLDA classifier.
In particular, to fit a Gaussian distribution, in [34], [35] we
make use of the affine transformation defined as:

These parameters are similar to the standard PLDA ones in
(2), the only difference is that the posterior mean is computed
summing the transformed i–vectors f (φi,s ) rather than the
original i–vectors φi,s .

f1 (φ, A, b) = Aφ + b ,

III. N ON –L INEAR T IED PLDA MODEL

(4)

where A is a full–rank matrix, and b is an offset vector,
and of a non–linear transformation, based on the sinh–arcsinh
function [41], [42]:
f 2 (φ, δ, ε) = sinh(δ sinh−1 (φ) + ε) .

(5)

This latter can be generalized for N –dimensional variables as:
⎤
⎡
f 2 (φ1 , δ1 , ε1 )
⎥
⎢
..
f2 (φ, δ, ε) = ⎣
(6)
⎦ ,
.
f 2 (φN , δN , εN )
where δi > 0 controls the tailweight of the distribution, and
εi affects the skewness of each variable. This function has
been selected because it is invertible, and flexible in mapping
a distribution to another distribution. In [34] we have shown
that a sequence of linear and non–linear sinh-arcsinh functions
leads to more accurate transformations.
C. Joint estimation of non–linear transformations and PLDA
model parameters
Although PLDA classification based on the “gaussianized”
i–vectors has been successfully tested on the NIST SRE 2010
and SRE 2012 evaluation datasets, the model of [35] is approximate because it estimates the non–linear transformation
assuming, as is usually done in i–vector extraction, that each
training i–vector belongs to a different speaker. In [36] we
proposed a more accurate model, where we jointly estimate
the PLDA parameters and the parameters of the non–linear
transformation of the i–vectors. In this new model, the parameters of the non–linear transformation intrinsically account
for the speaker information associated to each i–vector, an
information that was ignored in the previous approach.
The new generative NL–PLDA model is given by:
zi,s = Uys + i,s
φi,s = f

−1

(zi,s ) ,

(7)

where ys , i,s and U have been defined in (1). It is worth
noting that m does not appear in (7) because it can be
accounted for by the non–linear transformation.
[35] Φ and Z were denoted as X and Y, respectively. Since x and y are
traditionally used for the channel and speaker factors of PLDA, we changed
the notation for the i–vectors and transformed i–vectors that has been used in
[36].
1 In

(8)

i=1

In this section we extend the NL–PLDA approach to deal
with heterogeneous trials, which may include i–vectors extracted by means of different techniques, or extracted by means
of the same technique, but conceptually belonging to different
classes.
Let Mk,s = φki,s , i = 1, . . . , nk,s be the set of nk,s i–
vectors belonging to class k, associated to a given speaker
s. It is worth noting that the i–vectors of the same speaker,
but belonging to different classes, are possibly extracted from
different sets of utterances.
The NL–Tied–PLDA model for the i–vectors of K classes,
sharing the same speaker factor ys , can be written as:
φ1i,s = f1−1 (U1 ys + 1i,s ) , i = 1, . . . , n1,s

φ2i,s = f2−1 (U2 ys + 2i,s ) , i = 1, . . . , n2,s
···

φKi,s =

f2−1 (UK ys

(9)
+ Ki,s ) , i = 1, . . . , nK,s .

N (0, Λ−1
k ).

where ki,s ∼
It is worth noting that i–vectors of different classed might have
different dimension. If this is the case, matrices Uk will have
the same number of columns, but different number of rows.
The parameters of this model can be trained by means of
an EM algorithm, as it is done for a single–class NL–PLDA
model. Using the same notation of [36], we denote the set of
model parameters for class k by θ k = [ϑk , Uk , Λk ], where
ϑk are the parameters of the non–linear transformation fk .
We also denote the complete set of the model parameters by
θ = [θ 1 , . . . , θ K ].
The EM objective function for NL–Tied–PLDA is given by:
Q(θ, θ) =

S

s=1

Ey



s |Ms ,θ

log P (Ms |ys , θ) ,

(10)

where S is the number of speakers, θ are the model parameters
that allow computing, in the E-step, the posterior distribution
P (ys |M1,s , . . . , MK,s , θ), and Ms is the set of all i–vectors
for speaker s, Ms = M1,s ∪ M2,s ∪ · · · ∪ MK,s .
The NL–Tied–PLDA model assumes that i–vectors are independent given the speaker variable, thus:
log P (M1,s , . . . , MK,s |ys , θ) =

k,s
K n



k=1 i=1

log P (φki,s |ys , θ) .
(11)
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Since the conditional distribution of an i–vector only depends
on the model parameters of its class, (11) can be rewritten as:
log P (M1,s , . . . , MK,s |ys , θ) =

k,s
K n



log P (φki,s |ys , θ k ) ,

k=1 i=1

(12)

and the EM objective function as:
Q(θ, θ) =

S

s=1

Ey

k,s
K n





s |Ms ,θ

log P (φki,s |ys , θ k ) . (13)

k=1 i=1

Changing the order of the summations, we obtain:
Q(θ, θ) =
=
=

K 
S

k=1 s=1
S
K 

k=1 s=1
K





s |Ms ,θ

Ey


s |Ms ,θ

model provides the update of its own parameters from from
the i–vectors of that class, and the posterior distribution of ys .
In particular, for NL–Tied–PLDA it is possible to exploit
the M–step of single–class NL–PLDA described in Section IV
of [36], which requires computing the gradients of Qk with
respect to Uk and ϑk , and is summarized in the following.
The re-estimation of the residual noise covariances Λk can be
avoided, as long as each non–linear function is the composition
of an affine and of an invertible function.
The first gradient can be computed as in equation (35) of
[36]:
∇Uk Qk (θ k , θ) =
nk,s



 T


T
Λk
fk (φki,s , ϑk )E ys − nk,s UE ys ys
,

nk,s

Ey

5

log P (φki,s |ys , θ k )

i=1

s

log P (Mk,s |ys , θ k )

Qk (θ k , θ) ,

i=1

(18)

(14)

k=1

where the expectation is taken with respect to P (ys |Ms , θ).
The gradient with respect to ϑk can be obtained replacing the
backward procedure initialization of equation (38) in [36]

where
Qk (θ k , θ) =

S

s=1

Ey



s |Ms ,θ

log P (Mk,s |ys , θ k ) .

(15)

A. M–step
Since each objective function Qk does not share any optimization variable with the objective functions of the other
classes, the global objective function of (14) can be maximized
by independently maximizing each of its terms Qk , as:
θ new = argmax Q(θ, θ) =
θ

= argmax Q1 (θ 1 , θ), . . . , argmax QK (θ K , θ)
θ1

θK

(16)

L
Let QN
k (θ k , θ k ) denote the single–class NL–PLDA objective
function for class k, i.e., the EM objective that would be
optimized for a NL–PLDA model with all i–vectors belonging
L
can be
to class k. From equations (17) and (18) of [36], QN
k
written as:
L
QN
k (θ k , θ k ) =

S

s=1

Ey



s |Mk,s ,θ

log P (Mk,s |ys , θ k ) .

(17)

Comparing (15) and (17) we can observe that the two objectives only differ in the posterior distribution used to compute
the expectation. Thus, each Qk can be optimized by means
of the same M–step algorithm of the single–class NL–PLDA
using only the i–vectors that belong to class k, but computing
the expectations with respect to ys from P (ys |Ms , θ), rather
than from P (ys |Mk,s , θ k ). Please notice that P (ys |Ms , θ) depends on all the i–vectors of speaker s, while P (ys |Mk,s , θ k )
depends only on the i–vectors of class k of speaker s. The
M–step can be performed, thus, as a set of K independent
optimizations.
This also means that the M–step for the Tied–PLDA model
does not depend on the implementation of the M–step for
the single–class models. It only needs that each single–class

bn = Λ (UE [ys ] − xn ) ,

(19)

bn = Λk (Uk E [ys ] − xn ) ,

(20)

by:
where xn = fk (φi,s , ϑk ), i.e., replacing the initialization
bn = −xn in equation (20) of Algorithm 1 of [35] by (20).
B. E–step
As for the M–step, also the E–step can be implemented
exploiting the E–step used for estimating the parameters of
single–class PLDA models. In particular, the posterior distributions required by the M–step can be directly computed
from the class–dependent posterior distributions P (ys |Mk,s ),
computed using single–class models.
Let us consider, without loss of generality, only two classes
and a single speaker, thus dropping the subscript s. Let also,
for the sake of notation simplicity, redefine the sets M1,s and
M2,s as M1 and M2 , respectively.
The posterior probability of y, given the sets M1 and M2 , can
be computed, applying Bayes’ rules, as:
P (M1 |y) · P (M2 |y) · P (y)
P (M1 , M2 )
P (y|M1 )P (M1 ) P (y|M2 )P (M2 )
P (y)
·
·
=
P (M1 , M2 )
P (y)
P (y)
(21)

P (y|M1 , M2 ) =

Rearranging the terms in (21), and collecting the terms that
do not depend on y in a single term c, we get:
P (M1 )P (M2 ) P (y|M1 ) P (y|M2 )
·
·
· P (y)
P (M1 , M2 )
P (y)
P (y)
P (y|M1 ) P (y|M2 )
=c·
·
· P (y)
(22)
P (y)
P (y)

P (y|M1 , M2 ) =

Although the posterior P (y|M1 , M2 ) can be obtained by
explicitly writing the joint likelihood of M1 , M2 and y,
equation (22) allows us to directly relate P (y|M1 , M2 ) to
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the posterior distributions P (y|M1 ) and P (y|M2 ), which are
computed using the model parameters of the corresponding
classes, defined in (8). Since P (y|M1 ), P (y|M2 ) and P (y)
are Gaussians, it is possible to rewrite their log–pdfs in terms
of their natural parameters [43] , η0 , η1 and η2 , as:
log P (y) = η0T T (y) − k(η0 )
log P (y|M1 ) =
log P (y|M2 ) =

η1T T (y)
η2T T (y)

6

Generalizing to K classes, the precision matrix and the
mean of the posterior distribution P (y|M1 , . . . , MK ) are:
Λy =

K


Λyk − (K − 1)I

k=1

μy = Λ−1
y

− k(η1 )
− k(η2 ) ,

(23)

= Λ−1
y

K

k=1
K

k=1

where2
y
− 12 vec(yyT )

T (y) =

,

(24)

vec(·) is the operator that stacks the columns of a matrix into
a vector, and k is the log–partition function.
Recalling that, for a Gaussian distribution with mean m and
covariance matrix Σ the natural parameters are given by:
η(m, Σ) =

Σ−1 m
vec(Σ−1 )

,

(25)

the natural parameters of P (y|M1 ) and P (y|M2 ) are:
Λy 1 μ y 1
vec(Λy1 )

η1 =

,

η2 =

Λy 2 μ y 2
vec(Λy2 )

,

(26)

and the natural parameters of P (y) are:
η0 =

0
vec(I)

.

(27)

Applying (23) to (22) we can conclude that P (y|M1 , M2 )
is also Gaussian, with natural parameters easily obtained
by simply adding and subtracting the natural parameters of
the distributions that appear in the numerator and in the
denominator of (22) as:
η12 = η1 + η2 − η0 .

(28)

Thus, we can finally write the distribution precision matrix
and mean of P (y|M1 , M2 ) as:
Λy = Λy1 + Λy2 − I


μy = Λ−1
Λy1 μy1 + Λy2 μy2 ,
y

(29)

where μy1 , Λy1 and μy2 , Λy2 are the parameters of the
posterior distributions P (y|M1 ) and P (y|M2 ), which depend
only on the model parameters of class 1 and 2, respectively.

Λyk μyk
UTk Λk

nk


fk (φki )

C. NL–Tied–PLDA model initialization
The standard Gaussian PLDA is a particular case of the
NL–PLDA model, where the transformation function f is
the identity function. The NL–PLDA model, thus, can be
initialized by setting matrices U and Λ to the values estimated
by a PLDA model, and selecting the function parameters
ϑ such that f (φ, ϑ) = φ. By analogy, we initialize the
NL–Tied–PLDA model from an heterogeneous linear PLDA
model (Tied–PLDA).
A straightforward initialization of the Tied–PLDA model
can be performed by training a PLDA model independently for
each class. However, the EM–algorithm might experience slow
convergence in its initial iterations because the speaker factor
subspaces of the different PLDA models could be not well
aligned. It is easy verifying, for example, that swapping two
columns of the U matrix in a PLDA model does not change
the model, but changes the speaker posterior representation.
In order to mitigate this effect, we select a reference PLDA
model, kr , e.g., the best performing system, and transform
each other PLDA model k, by replacing matrix Uk by matrix
Uk RTk , where Rk is the unitary matrix that minimizes the
Euclidean distance between the MAP–point estimates of the
speaker factors of the reference PLDA model and the ones of
each other class k.
We look for a unitary matrix because the PLDA model for
class k is invariant to a transformation Uk −→ Uk RTk , in
the sense that it provides the same likelihood for i–vectors of
class k. Furthermore, it is well known that, replacing Uk by
Uk RTk , the parameters of the posterior distribution of P (y|·)
are modified as follows:
(31)
Λyk −→ Rk Λyk RTk , μyk −→ Rk μyk .


Let Yk = μyk,1 , . . . , μyk,S be the matrix stacking the
MAP–point estimates for all the speakers in the training set,
computed from i–vectors of class k using the corresponding
PLDA model, and let t denote the target class. Matrix Rk is
the solution of equation:
2

Rk = argmax Yt − RYk  ,

2 It

is custom in literature to represent function T(y), and the corresponding
natural parameters, for Gaussian distributions as:

T (y) =

y
vec(yyT )




,

η(m, Σ) =

−1

Σ m
− 21 vec(Σ−1 )


.

Since the constant term − 12 can be equivalently included in function T , we
prefer to adopt the definitions given in (24) and (25) to simplify the notation
of the other equations appearing in our paper.

(30)

i=1

R

(32)

which is given by:
Rk = VWT ,

(33)

where V and W are the left and right vectors of the Singular
Value Decomposition of
Yt YTk = VSWT .

(34)
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This solution provides the best rotation that relates two set of
i–vectors [44].
An alternative and even simpler approach3 consists in modifying the first iteration of the EM procedure by performing
the E–step using only the i–vectors and PLDA model of the
best system. This allows reducing the possible misalignment
between the initial estimates of the speaker factor subspaces of
the different PLDA models. The successive EM steps remain
unchanged.
The effect of the two approaches is similar, and affects only
the convergence rate of the algorithm.

(35)

where the posterior terms P (y|·) are computed using (30). It
is worth noting that (35) holds for any value of y for which
the denominator is non–zero. It can be, thus, written as a
function of the natural parameters of the prior and posterior
distributions appearing in (35).
As for standard PLDA, efficient scoring can be achieved
by pre–computing the covariance matrices of the posterior
distributions of y. However, in case of PLDA or NL–PLDA,
their covariance matrices depend only on the number of
enrollment and test i–vectors, whereas for Tied–PLDA or NL–
Tied–PLDA they depend on number of enrollment (or test)
i–vectors available for each class, as can be seen in (8) and
(30), respectively.
Furthermore, it is well known that computing multi–
enrollment PLDA scores by simply averaging the enrollment
i–vectors provides higher accuracy with respect to proper
multi–session PLDA scoring [40]. Since it is not possible to
average heterogeneous i–vectors, we will illustrate, in Section
IV-B, how i–vector average scoring can be computed as a
function of the natural parameters of the posterior distributions
P (y|·). This framework will also allow us to illustrate in
Section IV-C an easily derived i–vector “averaging” scoring
approach for Heterogeneous PLDA models. In the following,
for the sake of notation simplicity, we will drop class indexes
whenever we consider only homogeneous i–vectors sets.
3 We

thanks one of the reviewers for the suggestion.

The posterior distributions required for PLDA scoring are
P (y|ME ), P (y|MT ), and P (y|ME , MT ), where ME and
MT are sets of homogeneous i–vectors. Letting f in (8) be
the identity function, we have that P (y|ME ), P (y|MT ) are
Gaussian distributed, with posterior parameters:
Λy,E = I + nE UT ΛU ,
Λy,T = I + nT UT ΛU ,

T
μy,E = Λ−1
y,E U Λ
T
μy,T = Λ−1
T U Λ

nE


φi,E ,

i=1
nT


φi,T .

i=1
P (y|ME )
P (y)

Let us consider the parameters of the ratios

As will be detailed in the Section devoted to the experiments, scoring heterogeneous i–vectors may involve enrollment and test sets that contain i–vectors of possibly different
utterances, belonging to different classes. We illustrate in this
section a unique framework for proper PLDA scoring, and for
scoring based on i–vector averaging. We then extend the latter
to heterogeneous i–vector scoring.
Let Mk,E = φki,E , i = 1, . . . , nk,E be the set of nk,E
enrollment i–vectors for a speaker belonging to class k, and
φki,T ,
let ME = ∪K
k=1 Mk,E . Similarly, let Mk,T =
i = 1, . . . , nk,T denote the set of nk,T test i–vectors for class
k, and MT = ∪K
k=1 Mk,T . The likelihood ratio of the “same”
and “different” speaker hypotheses is:
P (y|MT )P (y|ME )
P (MT , ME )
=
,
P (MT )P (ME )
P (y|MT , ME )P (y)

A. Proper PLDA scoring

(36)
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lr =

7

P (y|MT )
P (y) ,

and

given by:

⎡

T

⎤

nE


⎡

φi,E ⎥
⎢ U Λ
η pE = ⎣
⎦ ,
i=1
vec(nE UT ΛU)

T

nT


⎤

φi,T ⎥
⎢ U Λ
η pT = ⎣
⎦ ,
i=1
vec(nT UT ΛU)

(37)
where the superscript p refers to proper PLDA scoring. Using
these definitions, the natural parameters of the distribution
P (y|ME ) and P (y|MT ) can be written as:
⎤
⎡
ne

T
φi,E ⎥
⎢ U Λ
p
= η pE + η0 = ⎣
ηE
(38)
⎦ .
i=1
vec(I + nE UT ΛU)

By analogy, ηTp is given by:
ηTp = η pT + η0 ,

(39)

and, using (28), the natural parameters of the posterior distribution P (y|ME , MT ) can be obtained as:
n
⎤
⎡
nT
E


T
φi,E +
φi,T ⎥
⎢U Λ
p
= η pE + η pT + η0 = ⎣
ηE,T
⎦
i=1
i=1
vec(I + (nE + nT ) UT ΛU)
(40)

B. PLDA scoring with i–vector averaging
Assuming that the set of enrollment and test i–vectors are
replaced by the corresponding i–vector means, the PLDA
posteriors are given by:
Λy,E = I + UT ΛU ,
T

Λy,T = I + U ΛU ,

T
μy,E = Λ−1
y,E U Λ

μy,T =

T
Λ−1
y,T U Λ

nE
1 
φ
,
nE i=1 i,E

nT
1 
φ
.
nT i=1 i,T

(41)
In this case, the natural parameters of P (y|E) and P (y|T )
are:
a
ηE
= η aE + η0 ,

ηTa = η aT + η0 ,

(42)
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where the superscript a refers to average PLDA scoring, and
η aE and η aT are given by:
⎤
⎤
⎡
⎡
nE
nT
1 
1 
T
T
φi,E ⎥ a
φi,T ⎥
⎢ U Λn
⎢ U Λn
η aE = ⎣
E i=1
T i=1
⎦ ,η T = ⎣
⎦ .
vec(UT ΛU)

vec(UT ΛU) .

(43)
Comparing (43) and (37) we can observe that
η aE =

1 p
η ,
nE E

η aT =

1 p
η .
nT T

(44)

The parameters of the distributions that are used for PLDA
scoring with average i–vectors are, thus, related to the natural
parameters of the proper PLDA scoring by:
a
ηE
=

η pE
+ η0 ,
nE

ηTa =

η pT
+ η0 .
nT

(45)

The natural parameters of the distribution P (y|E, T ) can again
be obtained as:
a
a
ηE,T
= η aE + η aT + η0 = ηE
+ ηTa − η0 .

(46)

C. Heterogeneous NL–PLDA scoring with i–vector averaging
Equation (45) provides a method for extending the i–vector
averaging scoring approach to Heterogeneous NL–PLDA. In
this case, the parameters η pE and η pT can be computed on the
basis of (30) as:
⎡
⎤
nE,k
K


⎢
UTk Λk
fk (φki,E ) ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢ k=1
⎥
i=1
p
ηE = ⎢
⎥ ,
K
⎢
⎥

⎣ vec(
T
nk,E Uk Λk Uk ) ⎦
⎡

k=1
K


UTk Λk

nT ,k



⎤

⎢
fk (φki,T ) ⎥
⎢
⎥
⎢
⎥
i=1
k=1
η pT = ⎢
⎥ ,
K
⎢
⎥

T
⎣ vec(
nk,T Uk Λk Uk ) ⎦

(47)

k=1

and the natural parameters used for scoring are:
⎡
⎤
nk,E
K

1  T
⎢
Uk Λk
fk (φki,E ) ⎥
⎢ nE
⎥
η pE
⎥
⎢
i=1
k=1
a
+ η0 = ⎢
ηE =
⎥ ,
K
⎥
⎢
nE

1
⎣ vec(I +
nk,E UTk Λk Uk ) ⎦
nE
k=1
⎡
⎤
nk,T
K


1
T
⎢
Uk Λ k
fk (φki,T ) ⎥
p
⎢ nT
⎥
η
⎢
⎥
i=1
k=1
ηTa = T + η0 = ⎢
⎥ ,
K
⎢
⎥
nT

⎣ vec(I + 1
T
nk,T Uk Λk Uk ) ⎦
nT
k=1
(48)
K
K
with nE = k=1 nk,E , nT = k=1 nk,T , and
a
a
ηE,T
= ηE
+ ηTa − η0 .

(49)
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V. NL–T IED –PLDA VERSUS OTHER APPROACHES
The NL–Tied–PLDA model can be used whenever a set
of i–vectors can be characterized as belonging to different
classes. For example, i–vectors extracted by the same system
but belonging to classes defined according to some characteristics of the corresponding speech segments, such as
their duration or their signal–to–noise level. As mentioned
in the introduction section, we target a “migration” scenario,
where a company releases a new speaker verification system.
The new system should offer the possibility that a user is
recognized using her/his new test i–vectors scored against i–
vectors extracted at the time of enrollment with a previously
released system.
We will analyze the performance of the NL–Tied–PLDA
model on heterogeneous trials as a function of the number
of enrollment i–vectors per speaker, and as a function of the
availability of new enrollment speech segments. Our model
will be also compared with three other techniques that will
be recalled and commented in the next subsections: the
“migration” approach illustrated in [10], the “Twin–PLDA”
model proposed in [23], and the improved model introduced
in [24], which will be referred to as the “Double–PLDA”
model. Improved versions of the first and of the latter will
be introduced in Section VI.
A. Migration approach
The “migration” technique of [10] allows transforming
heterogeneous i–vectors so that they become compatible with
the ones extracted by a new system, provided that there is
a training set of i–vectors generated, for the same utterance,
both by the old and the new system. The transformation can be
obtained by training various topologies of Regression Neural
Networks, but the results of the experiments in [10] indicate
that a simple Multivariate Linear Regression (“LinRegr” for
short, in the following) performs better than Neural Networks
with hidden layers.
LinRegr estimates a linear matrix A independently of the
classifier that will be used. It does not need the labels of
the i–vectors because it estimates its transformation matrix
from pairs of i–vectors of the same utterance produced by
two different systems, trying to make them “similar”. Training
a LinRegr matrix, is simple and fast, and its performance is
good in some conditions, as confirmed by our experiments
illustrated in Section VII. It has, however, a main drawback
with respect to our Tied–PLDA, which does not perform
any i–vector migration, but allows comparing heterogeneous
speaker vectors by estimating a non–linear transformation
for each class, tailored to maximize the log–likelihood of
the development dataset. According to (1), and considering
m = 0 for simplicity, homogeneous i–vectors of two classes
are generated according to the two models:
φ1i,s = U1 ys + 1i,s
φ2i,s = U2 ys + 2i,s ,

(50)

with the residual terms 1i,s and 2i,s sampled from
−1
N (0, Λ−1
1i ) and N (0, Λ2i ), respectively. Since LinReg per-
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forms a linear transformation of i–vectors, the transformed
i–vectors are generated by the model:
φ2i,s = Aφ1i,s = AU1 ys + A1i,s

(51)

U2 ≈ AU1

(52)

2i,s ≈ A1i,s ,

(53)

and it fails if these assumptions are not satisfied. Please notice
that (53) follows from the assumption that the i–vectors belong
to the same utterance, and implies that:
Λ1i ≈ AΛ2i A .

latent variable space, and a second PLDA is trained with these
transformed i–vectors. We will refer to this approach in the
following as the Double–PLDA model.
VI. I MPROVED MODELS

The migration model, thus, assumes that:

T

9

(54)

NL–Tied–PLDA, instead, needs the speaker labels, but it explicitly models the intra–speaker and inter–speaker variability
of each class of speaker vectors. Even excluding the additional
parameters in non–linear transformation of NL–Tied–PLDA,
the linear Heterogeneous PLDA model (Tied–PLDA) of (50)
is more accurate than the LinRegr model because it estimates
four different matrices: U1 , Λ1 , U2 , and Λ2 with the unique
constraint that vectors of different classes, but belonging to
the same speaker, share their speaker factor ys .
B. Twin PLDA model
The Twin PLDA model, proposed in [23] for duration
mismatch compensation, does not include non–linear
transformations, but is based on the same assumption of our
NL–Tied–PLDA model that i–vectors from the same speakers
share identical latent variables. However, in [23] the model
parameters are estimated by creating merged i–vectors, i.e.,
concatenating an i–vector from a long utterance and one
from a short utterance of the same speaker. This choice
may lead to an incorrect estimation of the log–likelihood of
the development data distribution, and of the speaker factor
posterior. Indeed, it considers different pairs as independent,
whereas many pairs include the same i–vector. In particular,
the log–likelihood of an i–vector from a long utterance of
a speaker, who also provides many short utterances to the
development set, would contribute more than the i–vector of
a long utterance of another speaker who provides fewer short
utterances. The same problem would appear for the i–vectors
extracted by different systems if the number of development
i–vectors provided by two speakers are different.

C. Double–PLDA models
An improved model based on the Twin–PLDA model has
been proposed in [24], which, excluding the non–linear transformations, is similar to the Tied–PLDA model. However, in
[24] the derivation of the posterior distribution of the speaker
factors is not detailed, and the paper is mainly focused on the
use of a sequence of two factor analyzers, i.e., two PLDA
models. The first is a Tied–PLDA model, devoted to the
extraction of a speaker factor for each i–vector. These factors
represent a mapping of the original i–vectors to a common

In this section we illustrate how the migration and the
Double-PLDA approach can be improved, and how these
improved models can be combined with non–linear transformations.
A. Improved migration models
In the original migration approach proposed in [10], the
target PLDA model is trained only with the target development
i–vectors. The original and target development i–vectors are
only used to train the “migration” matrix A. We propose,
instead, that a new PLDA model is trained by adding the set of
original development i–vectors, transformed according to matrix A, to the target development i–vector set. This makes the
LinRegr training procedure more similar to the one performed
in our Tied–PLDA approach, which jointly estimates the linear
transformation and the PLDA parameters, using the original
and target development sets. We will refer to the LinRegr
model with retrained PLDA as “LinRegr+Retraining”. This
models, of course, needs the speaker labels.
Furthermore, in [10], the original and target i–vectors
are length normalized before estimating the transformation
matrix A. Since length–normalization (LN) is beneficial to
PLDA [45], because it reduces the mismatch between the
development and evaluation sets, but it is ineffective or even
detrimental to NL–PLDA, we argue that LinRegr should be
more effective if it is applied to the original i–vectors, as
confirmed by the experiments on standard PLDA reported in
Section VII. The transformed i–vectors should be then length–
normalized for PLDA scoring, whereas an i–vector dependent
scaling factor that optimizes the NL–PLDA objective function,
must be used for NL–PLDA [36].
B. Improved Double–PLDA models
In the Double–PLDA model of [24], the i–vector transformation proposed in equations (8–10) does not correspond
to a MAP point estimate, and is linear because it is class–
independent. Since, as far as scoring is involved, a PLDA
model is not affected by a linear transformations of the
trial i–vectors, this transformation should not produce any
benefit with respect to the use of the original i–vectors. Any
performance difference with respect to PLDA, thus, can only
depend on the additional length–normalization performed in
[24] on the linearly transformed i–vectors.
In Section VII, we compare the performance of our linear and non–linear Tied–PLDA model with a Double–PLDA
model similar to [24], but with the transformed i–vectors
properly computed as:
−1

UTk Λk fk (φki,s ) , (55)
φ̃ki,s = I + UTk Λk Uk
where k is the i–vector class (original or target). It is worth noting that (55) is exactly the standard speaker factor MAP point
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Fig. 1: Between to Within variance ratios of i—vectors and
e–vectors components sorted in descending order.

estimate given by equation (8), but the estimation is performed
independently for each i–vector. Our proposed improvement
to the Double–PLDA approach consists in computing a class–
dependent speaker factor for each i–vector, using Tied–PLDA
or NL–Tied–PLDA. These speaker factors are then used for
training a standard PLDA model. We will refer to these models
in the following as the “Double–Tied–PLDA” or “Double–NL–
Tied–PLDA”.
It is worth noting that these models are an approximation
of the Tied–PLDA models that allow simplifying multi–
enrollment scoring when the number of enrollment i–vectors
of each class is variable. Indeed, classical PLDA scoring
with averaged i–vectors can be performed efficiently by pre–
computing the covariance matrices of the posteriors of the
speaker factors that appear in the likelihood–ratio (35). This
pre–computation is possible because the posterior covariances
only depend on the number of test and enrollment utterances.
Using average i–vectors is like having single enrollment and
test utterances, regardless of their actual number.
For the Tied–PLDA models, instead, even when the “averaging” procedure of Section IV-B is applied, the posterior
covariances depend on the number of utterances per class,
which can be different for each class. Therefore, the number of
covariance matrices that should be pre–computed for obtaining
fast scoring grows with the combination of the different
number of enrollment and test utterances that are available
for each class and each speaker. Thus, fast scoring is possible
only when the variability of the number of utterances per class
is low. The Double–PLDA models, on the other hand, extract
a single speaker factor for each i–vector, mapping i–vectors
from different classes to a common latent space independently.
Fast scoring is thus possible because it is performed by using
a standard PLDA model, and the i–vector averaging scoring
procedure.
VII. E XPERIMENTS
In this Section we evaluate the linear and non–linear approaches that have been illustrated in the previous Sections,
comparing their performance for trials including speaker vectors obtained by different extraction procedures. Tests have
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been performed both on the extended core NIST SRE 2012,
and on the female extended core NIST SRE 2010 evaluations.
Since every speaker in the NIST SRE 2012 dataset can
be enrolled with multiple utterances (approximately 19 on
average), in the first set of experiments we will consider that
all the original enrollment i–vectors are available, but not the
corresponding utterances, which does not allow extracting i–
vectors using the new system. The second set of experiments,
instead, focuses on a migration scenario from an old system
to a new and better performing system, assuming that only a
small subset of the old enrollment i–vectors for each speaker
are available, or that a few additional enrollment utterances
have been collected for the new system.
A. Acoustic features and speaker vectors
1) 45–MFCC — GMM — i–vectors for SRE 2012: The first
feature set consists of 45–dimensional feature vectors obtained
by stacking 18 cepstral (c1 –c18 ), 19 delta (Δc0 –Δc18 ) and 8
double–delta (ΔΔc0 –ΔΔc7 ) parameters.
We trained a gender–independent i–vector extractor, based
on a 2048–component full covariance UBM, estimated with
data from NIST SRE 2004–2010, and additionally with the
Switchboard II, Phases 2 and 3, and Switchboard Cellular,
Parts 1 and 2 datasets.
The i–vector dimension was set to d = 400.
2) 60–PLP — DNN/GMM — e–vectors for SRE 2012: The
second set of features are 60–dimensional PLP feature vectors
obtained by stacking 20 RASTA Perceptual Linear Predictive
(PLP) coefficients [46], and their first and second derivatives.
In this case, we trained a gender–independent e–vector
extractor [11], [12]. The e–vector representation of a speech
segment is similar to the speaker factors of Joint Factor
Analysis (JFA) and to i–vectors. It is based on the observation
that JFA estimates a more informative speaker subspace than
the “total variability” i–vector subspace, because the latter is
obtained by considering each training segment as belonging
to a different speaker. E–vectors are obtained by replacing the
“total variability” matrix T by a new variability matrix, which
allows keeping the span of the speaker–specific eigenvoice
subspace, but at the same time provides a better prior for i–
vector extraction.
The e–vector extractor for these experiments is based on
a gender–independent 2048–component full covariance UBM,
using the hybrid DNN/GMM approach of [3]. In particular, we
used the approach and the DNN described in [6], associating
8 Gaussians to each of 256 output units of the DNN. The
training data for this system are the same used for training the
45–MFCC based GMM model.
The e–vector dimension was set to d = 400.
We focused preferably on the e–vectors as heterogeneous
set of features with respect to i–vectors not only because
the former have shown in [11], [12] to produce better results
than i–vectors using different systems and classifiers, but also
because they are more “heterogeneous” with respect to the 45–
MFCC based i–vectors. Indeed, some i–vector directions convey channel information, whereas e–vector directions mainly
convey speaker information. The e–vectors components have
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TABLE I: Average % Equal Error Rate, min DCF08, and min Cprimary
for homogeneous trials of the extended NIST SRE 2012 evaluation
using different features (45–MFCC and 60–PLP) and identity vector
extraction systems (i–vectors and e–vectors).
PLDA average performance
vectors
% EER
min DCF08
min Cprimary
i–vectors
3.26
0.134
0.301
i–vectors
2.94
0.116
0.262
e–vectors
2.52
0.107
0.236
Non–Linear PLDA average performance
45–MFCC
i–vectors
3.30
0.120
0.264
60–PLP
e–vectors
2.58
0.098
0.208
Features
45–MFCC
60–PLP
60–PLP

TABLE II: Comparison of the average % Equal Error Rate, min
DCF08, and min Cprimary of the Tied–PLDA and LinRegr approaches,
with full enrollment data available, on heterogeneous trials of the
extended NIST SRE 2012 evaluation.
System
Tied–PLDA
LinRegr towards 60–PLP
LinRegr towards 45–MFCC

% EER
2.92
2.88
3.32

min
DCF08
0.122
0.133
0.132

min
Cprimary
0.272
0.359
0.293

a different distribution of their Between to Within variance
ratio with respect to i–vectors. This is shown in Figure 1,
which plots the Between to Within variance ratio of the i–
vector and e–vectors components sorted by their value, i.e.,
according to their importance for speaker discrimination. The
e–vector ratios are larger than the i–vector ones, but most
important to notice is that the ratio of the plotted values along
the dimension axis is not constant. Thus, the assumption of
the migration approach that a linear transformation, such as
(52), is sufficient to make consistent i–vectors and e–vectors
is inaccurate.
3) 45–MFCC — GMM — i–vectors for SRE 2010: To
further validate the heterogeneous PLDA models, we performed additional experiments on the female core extended
NIST SRE 2010 evaluations. The first set of i–vectors for
these experiments is based again on the 45–MFCC features,
illustrated in Section VII-A1, but a gender–dependent 400–
dimensional i–vector extractor was trained, based on a 2048–
component diagonal covariance UBM, and trained with the
SRE04–06, and the Switchboard datasets used for the SRE
2012 gender–independent i–vector extractor.
4) 45–MFCC — DNN/GMM — e–vectors for SRE 2010:
The second set consists of 400–dimension gender–dependent
e–vectors based on the same 45–MFCC features used for the
other systems. The extractor is based on the same hybrid
DNN/GMM approach used for the SRE 2012 e–vector system.
The extractor was trained with the same datasets that were
used for training the 45–MFCC SRE 2010 i–vector system,
but with the addition of SRE 2008 and Fisher datasets, so that
the number of speakers was large enough to reliably estimate
the e–vector subspace.
B. Results on NIST 2012
The baseline results for homogeneous trials of the extended
NIST SRE 2012 evaluation using different identity vector
extraction systems and features (45–MFCC and 60–PLP) are
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summarized in Table I in terms of average, over Conditions 1
to 5, of the percent Equal Error Rate, min DCF08, and Cprimary
defined by NIST [47]. The first frame of Table I refers to the
results of standard PLDA systems, whereas the second frame
reports the performance of the corresponding Non–Linear
PLDA systems. Considering the average Cprimary cost function,
the 60–PLP PLDA i–vector system performance is 13% better
than the 45–MFCC i-vector system, and the 60–PLP e–vector
system improves the average Cprimary by an additional 9%. The
Non–Linear PLDA 45–MFCC i–vector system is 12% better
than the corresponding PLDA system, and NL–PLDA using
e–vector keeps approximately the same relative improvement
with respect to the corresponding i–vector based NL–PLDA.
Since the 60–PLP i–vectors systems are worse than the corresponding e–vector systems, and since the 60–PLP e–vectors
are more “heterogeneous” with respect to the 45–MFCC based
i–vectors, in the following the 45–MFCC ivector and 60–PLP
e–vector system will be taken as reference for the original
(old) and the target (new) system, respectively.
Table II compares the average performance of the LinRegr
and Tied–PLDA approaches scoring heterogeneous trials, i.e.,
trials including enrollment i–vectors of the old system, and test
e–vectors extracted by the new system. The Heterogeneous
PLDA model achieves an average Cprimary of 0.272, which is
9% better than the result of the old model on homogeneous
trials. The additional information provided by the e–vectors
representation is, thus, beneficial to Tied–PLDA. On the
contrary, the migration of the 45–MFCC i–vectors towards the
60–PLP e–vectors is detrimental to the average performance,
as shown in the second row of Table II. Considering the results
per condition, the second row of Table III shows that the
migration of the 45–MFCC i–vectors towards the 60–PLP e–
vectors slightly improves the performance with respect to the
old model only for telephone Conditions 2 ad 5, but it fails on
the other test conditions, including Condition 4 where noise
has been added to phone calls. Overall, using LinRegr leads
to a 16% loss of the average Cprimary .
Last row of the Tables II and III shows the results of LinRegr migrating the 60–PLP e–vectors toward the 45–MFCC
i–vectors, i.e., toward the old system. In this configuration,
the achieved average Cprimary is 0.293, which is far better than
the one obtained using the more reasonable configuration of
the second row. It is interesting to interpret the asymmetry
arising in these two conditions because this analysis allows us
illustrating one of the weakness of this approach. The results
depend on the different nature of the two representations
that LinRegr tries to match. As already said, some i–vector
directions convey channel information, whereas all e–vectors
directions mainly convey speaker information. Migration towards the 60–PLP e–vector system leads to bad results because
the i–vectors are transformed to e–vectors. Since e–vectors
convey mainly speaker information over all their components,
PLDA trained on e–vectors considers all directions important
for speaker discrimination. However, some components of
the 45–MFCC i–vectors mainly convey channel information.
PLDA trained on e–vectors, therefore, considers some channel
variability of the transformed i–vectors as speaker variability.
In the migration towards the 45–MFCC system, instead, the
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TABLE III: Comparison of the % Equal Error Rate, min DCF08, and min Cprimary (C12 for short) of the Tied–PLDA and LinRegr approaches,
with full enrollment data available, on heterogeneous trials of the extended NIST SRE 2012 evaluation.
System

Tied–PLDA
LinRegr towards 60–PLP
LinRegr towards 45–MFCC

Cond 1
interview
without added noise
%
min
min
EER DCF08
C12
2.91
0.112
0.240
2.62
0.120
0.409
3.38
0.120
0.248

Cond 2
phone call
without added noise
%
min
min
EER
DCF08
C12
1.83
0.091
0.244
1.62
0.082
0.241
2.12
0.102
0.264

Cond 3
interview
with added noise
%
min
min
EER DCF08
C12
2.75
0.112
0.200
2.40
0.147
0.432
3.49
0.113
0.218

Cond 4
phone call
with added noise
%
min
min
EER
DCF08
C12
4.81
0.184
0.389
5.77
0.213
0.429
5.04
0.201
0.423

%
EER
2.29
2.01
2.58

Cond 5
phone call
noisy
min
min
DCF08
C12
0.113
0.285
0.103
0.284
0.124
0.310

TABLE IV: Average % Equal Error Rate, min DCF08, and min Cprimary for trials of the extended NIST SRE 2012 evaluation: comparison
of all models enrolled with the full enrollment set.

Trials
Homogeneous

Heterogeneous

System
45–MFCC PLDA i–vectors
60–PLP PLDA e–vectors
LinRegr
LinRegr–Raw
LinRegr+Retrain
LinRegr–Raw+Retrain
Tied–PLDA
Double–Tied–PLDA

Each speakers enrolled with all available i–vectors and e–vectors
Linear
Non–Linear
% EER min DCF08 min Cprimary % EER min DCF08 min Cprimary
3.26
0.134
0.301
3.30
0.120
0.264
2.52
0.107
0.236
2.58
0.098
0.208
2.88
0.133
0.359
3.27
0.129
0.286
3.31
0.130
0.286
2.87
0.124
0.286
2.88
0.120
0.270
3.15
0.119
0.256
2.92
0.122
0.272
3.02
0.115
0.247
2.95
0.119
0.273
2.79
0.108
0.238

e–vectors are transformed to i–vectors. PLDA trained on i–
vectors discards the directions that mainly convey channel
information. For the transformed e–vectors, this corresponds
to the removal of some speaker information. This roughly
corresponds to a dimension reduction of the e–vectors, which
is known to have much lower impact on accuracy.
In the following, we will only refer, for the LinRegr
approach and its improved model, to the “natural” migration
of the i–vectors of the old system towards the e–vectors of the
new system. We will also report, for the sake of readability,
only the average results of the experiments performed on the
five conditions.
Table IV summarize the performance of the linear and non–
linear systems that have been introduced in Sections V and VI.
The first two rows show the average performance of the old
and new systems on homogeneous trials, taken from Table I.
These results are given again in this table as references to make
easier their comparison with the heterogeneous systems, which
aim at obtaining better results than the old system, and at
reducing the performance gap with respect to the new system.
The third row reports the average performance of LinRegr.
The corresponding Non–Linear fields are not filled, because
NL–PLDA provides sub–optimal performance when length–
normalization is applied to i–vectors. The fourth row shows
the results of the best configuration of the LinRegr approach,
shown in row labeled “LinRegr–Raw”. This label refers to the
migration approach applied on raw i–vectors, i.e., not subject
to previous length–normalization. LN is applied, instead, to
the migrated i–vectors, for PLDA classification, whereas the i–
vector dependent scaling approach presented in [36] is used for
NL–PLDA classification. It is worth noting that this approach
is much more effective than the original one for standard
PLDA, as can be observed looking at the Cprimary , which
shows a relative improvement of 17%. However, using a NL–

PLDA classifier on “migrated” i–vectors, rather than a standard
PLDA, both trained with the e–vector development set only,
does not give any improvement, on the contrary, it gets worse
performance with respect to the old system scoring homogeneous trials. This is not surprising, because NL–PLDA models
the e–vector distribution more accurately than PLDA, but the
transformed i–vectors typically have a different distribution.
Thus, a further step towards better heterogeneous LinRegr
based models consists in training a new PLDA classifier
using the new e–vector development set and, in addition,
the transformed i–vectors of the old development set. This
improved model (LinRegr+Retraining) largely improves the
performance with respect to the original LinRegr model. Even
better results are obtained by the improved model LinRegr–
Raw+Retraining, which not only improves the performance of
the linear model, but it is even more effective if a NL–PLDA
classifier is trained using the vectors produced by LinRegr–
Raw. The relative improvement of Cprimary with respect to
the original formulation of LinRegr–Raw is 5% and 10%,
respectively.
Finally, the Tied–PLDA and the Double–Tied–PLDA models perform as well as our LinRegr–Raw+Retrain model,
whereas non–linear Tied models improve Cprimary up to 7%
with respect to LinRegr–Raw followed by a retrained NL–
PLDA classifier. Overall, the performance of the NL–Tied–
PLDA models scoring heterogeneous trials is somewhere in
the middle between the old and new systems scoring their
homogeneous trials.
C. Results on NIST 2012 with reduced enrollment sets
In the previous section we compared several approaches
that allow comparing heterogeneous vectors assuming that all
the enrollment i–vectors of the old system, but not the e–
vectors of the corresponding utterances, were available. In this
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TABLE V: Average % Equal Error Rate, min DCF08, and min Cprimary for trials of the extended NIST SRE 2012 evaluation: comparison
of models with a reduced amount of enrollment data per speaker.

Trials
Homogeneous

Heterogeneous

Trials
Homogeneous

Heterogeneous

(a) Each speaker provides only two old i–vectors as enrollment
Linear
System
% EER min DCF08 min Cprimary % EER
45–MFCC PLDA i–vectors
4.19
0.183
0.393
3.88
60–PLP PLDA e–vectors
3.22
0.141
0.302
3.58
(two old utterances)
LinRegr–Raw
4.63
0.197
0.394
5.00
LinRegr–Raw+Retrain
4.40
0.184
0.373
4.43
Tied–PLDA
3.88
0.171
0.357
3.92
Double–Tied–PLDA
3.64
0.166
0.369
3.56

•

0.139

0.275

0.203
0.173
0.159
0.147

0.400
0.345
0.326
0.311

(b) Each speaker provides two old i–vectors and two new e–vectors as enrollment
Linear
Non–Linear
System
% EER min DCF08 min Cprimary % EER min DCF08 min Cprimary
60–PLP PLDA e–vectors
3.42
0.143
0.302
3.37
0.135
0.270
(two new e–vectors only)
60–PLP PLDA e–vectors
2.82
0.118
0.263
2.76
0.109
0.232
(four e–vectors)
LinRegr–Raw
2.88
0.124
0.292
3.09
0.120
0.255
LinRegr–Raw+Retrain
2.81
0.120
0.275
3.16
0.121
0.258
Tied–PLDA
2.85
0.120
0.270
2.86
0.111
0.236
Double–Tied–PLDA
2.82
0.121
0.272
2.76
0.109
0.235

section, we examine the effects of the availability of a reduced
enrollment set on the performance of both homogeneous and
heterogeneous trials with different systems.
In particular, we consider the following two scenarios:
•

Non–Linear
min DCF08 min Cprimary
0.160
0.338

only two enrollment i–vectors per speaker, on average,
from the old 45–MFCC system are available, but the
corresponding audio segments are not,
in addition to the two old enrollment i–vectors, the audio
files of two new enrollment utterances per speaker, on
average, are available.

In our experiments, the two new enrollment utterances for
each speaker do not overlap with the ones represented by
the two i–vectors. We decided to use only a fraction of the
enrollment data per speaker to stress the effects of the usage of
an incremental number of speaker vectors on the performance
of the systems. The segments were chosen randomly (a single
random selection was considered).
The results obtained on homogeneous and heterogeneous
trials by using different systems, using only two enrollment
i–vectors per speaker, are shown in Table V (a). It is not
surprising to observe a relevant performance loss with respect
to the use of the complete set given in Table IV.
The first row of Table V (a) reports the results for the
first scenario. In this case, homogeneous trials can only be
scored by the old system, which gives, thus, the “lower bound”
reference results, to be compared with the ones obtained by the
other systems appearing in the remaining rows of the table.
An “upper bound” reference can be reached if, rather than
only the two i–vectors per speaker, we can exploit the corresponding audio segments to extract the e–vectors for the new
system. These results are shown in the second row of Table
V (a). Similar performance is, of course, obtained if the audio
segments come from data collected for the new systems, as
shown in the first row of Table V (b).

Comparing the results of the LinRegr models in rows three
and four of Table V (a), we see that better performance is
obtained, mostly for the Non–Linear PLDA, by retraining a
classifier after the migration of the old development i–vectors.
However, the corresponding results for the non–linear models
are worse that the baseline results of the old system. On the
contrary, both Tied–PLDA and NL–Tied–PLDA are better than
the LinRegr+Retrain approach, and even more improvement
is obtained by using the Double-NL–Tied–PLDA model. This
latter gets a Cprimary of 0.311, which is 11% worse than the
homogeneous upper bound, but 8% better than the lower
bound. These results show that this non–linear model allows
effectively scoring new test e–vectors against speaker enrolled
with the old system only.
Collecting two new enrollment utterances per speaker allows dramatically improving system performance both for homogeneous and heterogeneous trials, as shown in Table V (b).
The first and second row of the table give the lower and
the upper bound reference performance of the old and new
system on homogeneous trials, respectively. Four enrollment
e–vectors per speaker, corresponding to the two old and two
new utterances, are used for the upper bound configuration. As
expected, using more utterances per speaker, the performance
of all systems has a significant increase. In this scenario, and
looking at the column of the non–linear models, the results
of the LinRegr approaches, without and with retraining, are
similar, but again 8% worse than the Heterogeneous models
in terms of Cprimary . The two non–linear heterogeneous models
achieve similar results, with a small advantage for the Double–
NL–Tied–PLDA model.
It is worth noting that NL–Tied–PLDA models (single or
Double), scoring heterogeneous trials, reach almost the upper
bound performance of NL–PLDA scoring homogeneous trials
shown in row two of Table V (b).
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TABLE VI: % Equal Error Rate , min DCF08, and min DCF10 for trials of the female extended NIST SRE 2010 evaluation: comparison
of different systems.
Trials
Homogeneous
Heterogeneous

System
45–MFCC i–vectors
45–MFCC e–vectors
LinRegr–Raw+Retrain
Tied–PLDA

% EER
2.24
1.40
2.20
2.09

Linear
min DCF08
0.120
0.071
0.107
0.105

The analysis of these results suggests that a good strategy
for a smooth migration from an old to a better performing
system that uses different speaker vectors, depends on the
availability of old and new enrollment data. In the first phase
of the migration, when a speaker has not yet provided new
enrollment utterances, if his/her enrollment utterances were
not saved, it is still possible to score a new test utterance using
the heterogeneous approaches. If old enrollment utterances
were not saved, but a few new enrollment utterances have
been collected, it is advisable to still exploit the old speaker
enrollment vectors (compare the first and last rows of Table
V (b)), until enough new enrollment data are available.
D. Results on NIST 2010
The experiments on the female extended NIST SRE 2010
evaluation have been performed by using an “old” system,
based on 45–MFCC features, 400–dimensional i–vectors,
and standard GMM models, whereas the “new” system is
based on 45–MFCC features, 400–dimensional e–vectors, and
DNN/GMM models. It is worth recalling that in NIST 2012
SRE only a single enrollment utterance per speaker is available. We evaluated only the telephone–telephone condition
(Condition 5) because the number of speakers in the training
datasets is not sufficient to reliably estimate e–vectors for the
microphone and interview conditions [12].
The results, both for the linear and for the non–linear PLDA
classifiers, are summarized in Table VI in terms of percent
Equal Error Rate, min DCF08, and min DCF10 defined by
NIST [48]. The results with the “Double–Tied–PLDA” or
“Double–NL–Tied–PLDA” models are not reported because
they are similar to the corresponding Tied–PLDA and NL–
Tied–PLDA, respectively.
The first two rows show the performance of the old and
new systems on homogeneous trials. It is worth noting that
due to the small number of false alarms at the DCF10
operating point, DCF08 is more significant as a performance
index for NIST 2010 tests. The new system improves the
min DCF08 of the old one by more than 40%. The third
row reports the performance of the LinRegr–Raw+Retrain
approach on heterogeneous trials, where we get a relative
DCF08 improvement of 11% with respect to the old system.
Using a linearized Heterogeneous PLDA classifier, the relative
DCF08 improvement with respect to the old system is more
than 12%, and still remain more than 6% for the NL–Tied–
PLDA.
VIII. D ISCUSSION
The NL–Tied–PLDA formulation allows also addressing
other tasks characterized by the necessity of scoring

min DCF10
0.401
0.242
0.350
0.348

% EER
2.19
1.22
2.32
1.89

Non–Linear
min DCF08 min DCF10
0.102
0.366
0.059
0.247
0.099
0.368
0.095
0.329

heterogeneous i–vectors. It could be used, for example,
to address duration mismatch compensation, as the Twin–
PLDA or Double–PLDA models of [23], [24] do. These
works, however, target an experimental scenario with long
enrollment, and short test utterances of fixed–duration. In a
more realistic scenario the short utterances may have variable
durations. However, Tied–PLDA models are better suited
for tasks in which i–vectors can be associated to a fixed
number of discrete classes; they are not appropriate for tasks
in which it is difficult to define class boundaries. Our work
on PLDA scoring using i–vector full posterior distributions
(FPD–PLDA) [20], [21] has shown that it is reasonable to
assume that duration has a direct impact on the within–class
covariance of i–vectors, but the additional uncertainty is not
easily summarized by a few class–dependent covariances.
Indeed, in preliminary experiments scoring i–vectors extracted
from short utterances of variable duration the FPD–PLDA
model proposed in [20] provided better accuracy than the
linear and non–linear Tied–PLDA models.
Our model assumes that all the training i–vectors are
independent given the speaker factors. Although it has shown
to be accurate, if the i–vectors are extracted from the same set
of utterances, the independence assumption may be violated
because both the phonetic and channel variability of two i–
vectors of the same utterance are correlated. This might lead
to worse performance with respect to a system that correctly
models these correlations. It is worth noting that this issue
affects also the LinRegr and Double–Tied–PLDA models. We
have shown that LinRegr provides good performance if PLDA
is trained using both the original and the transformed i–vectors.
Also in this framework, PLDA assumes that i–vectors of
the same utterances are independent. The same consideration
applies to the Double–PLDA models, which consider the
speaker factors extracted from the first Tied–PLDA as features
for a second PLDA.
Our model can be extended to explicitly account for this
issue by introducing an additional latent variable as follows:
φki,s = Uk ys + Wk zi,s + ki,s ,

(56)

where, the subscripts k, i, and s refer to the class, to the i-th
utterance of class k, and to the speaker, respectively. Similar
to the original PLDA formulation, the term zi,s represents the
phonetic and channel variability, but it should be tied for i–
vectors extracted from the same utterance.
The EM procedure can be adapted to estimate the additional
matrix Wk . However, since ys , and corresponding zi,s are
correlated in the posterior, the exact solution requires inverting
covariance matrices of large size [7].
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An approximate solution can be obtained by using Variational
Bayes (VB) estimation [7]. Our EM procedure for the Tied–
PLDA allows directly using the E–step and M–step of the
standard PLDA models. This approach can be adapted to
perform VB approximation, using a VB implementation of the
single–class PLDA model. This possible extension deserves
further investigation.
Finally, the heterogeneous scoring approach is not limited
to PLDA models, but it can also be applied to other classifiers,
such as the Pairwise Support Vector Machine (PSVM) of
[49], [50]. A straightforward technique consists in replacing
the second PLDA of the Double–PLDA model by a PSVM,
whereas a more challenging approach aims at directly classifying heterogeneous trials by properly reformulating the PSVM
parameter estimation. Both approaches are viable as assessed
by the results of preliminary experiments.
IX. C ONCLUSIONS
We have presented a generalization of the Non–Linear
PLDA model that jointly estimates the distribution of the
development i–vectors and the PLDA parameters of heterogeneous identity vectors, so that they are transformed to make
PLDA classification more accurate.
We have improved a “migration“ approach, and some linear
models that have been proposed for duration mismatch compensation, and compared their performance with respect to the
linear and non–linear Tied–PLDA.
We have shown that training Tied–PLDA models can be
performed by EM, where the M–step can be implemented as
a set of independent optimizations, each equivalent to the M–
step and E–step of a single–class PLDA model.
Finally, we proposed an extension of the i–vector average
scoring to heterogeneous trials.
Using these approaches it is possible to score heterogeneous
i–vectors with consistent improvement over previous migration
models, and in some tasks to reach the accuracy of the best
homogeneous models.
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